
‘Pancake Day’ and ‘Pancake Week’ at HJPS  

  



Shrove Tuesday 
(Tuesday 7th March) 

is a Christian 
Festival and is the 
name given to the 

day before the 
traditional fast of 
Lent which begins 

on Ash 
Wednesday. 



Lent, and therefore also Shrove 
Tuesday, fall on a different date 
each year because of the date of 

Easter. 
 

Shrove Tuesday is one of the 
earliest spring festivals in the 

Christian calendar.   



In the past the season of Lent was kept 
by Christians as a very serious and sombre 
time, when no luxury food was eaten and 
often people ate only bread and water.  



At Lent people remember how Jesus 
fasted in the wilderness before he set 

out to teach and how he was tempted to 
become a rich and powerful teacher. 



Shrove Tuesday is a time when people 
make the most of the time before the 

Ash Wednesday fast begins.   
 

In Britain it is a time for feasting and 
games. 



The custom of making pancakes on Shrove 
Tuesday dates from the time when people 
wanted to use up all the cream, eggs and 
fat in the house because they wouldn’t 

need them for the next forty days. 



There are many different types of 
celebrations in various parts of Europe. 



In England Shrove Tuesday is 
also known as Pancake Day.  

Pancake races have also formed part of the 
Shrove Tuesday traditions and customs. 



How to make a pancake 
Ingredients 

1 cup flour 
1/4 teaspoon salt  
1 egg 
2 tablespoons of melted butter 
2 tablespoons cooking oil 
1 tablespoon sugar 
Lemon juice, orange juice           
or maple syrup or your own  
       choice of topping  



To make the batter 
 
First sift the flour and salt into a large 
mixing bowl. 
 
Then make a well in the centre of the 
flour and break the egg into it. 



Whisk the egg making sure any 
bits of flour from around the  
edge of the bowl are mixed in  
with the egg. 
 
Gradually add small quantities of 
the milk, whisking the mixture. 
 
Continue whisking until the batter 
is smooth, like thin cream.  



 

Spoon 2 tablespoons of melted butter into 
the batter and whisk it in. 
 
Let the pancake mix stand for at least 30 
minutes before cooking. 



Pour 2 tablespoons of cooking oil into a non-stick frying 
pan. (You will need to grease the frying pan after each 
pancake has been made.) 
 
Make sure the non-stick frying pan is really hot before 
adding about 2 tablespoons of the batter mixture.  
 
As soon as the batter hits the hot pan, tip the pan 
around from side to side to get the base of the pan 
evenly coated with batter.  



Carefully lift the edge of the cooked pancake with 
a palette knife to see if it is cooked and is a golden 
colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
Flip the pancake over with the palette knife to 
cook the other side. 
 
Slide the pancake out of the pan onto a plate. 
 
Stack the pancakes as you make them between 
sheets of greaseproof paper on a plate.  



 

To serve your pancakes 
sprinkle them with the 
sugar and freshly 
squeezed lemon juice or 
orange juice … or … you 
could also add maple 
syrup! 


